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Abstract

In order to plan manipulation of an object by pushing, a robot

must have a model of the geometry and the friction properties of

the object. This paper presents an approach to estimating the

relevant friction parameters by performing experimental pushes

and observing the resultant motion. Recognition of objects based

on their friction parameters is also explored.

1. Introduction

Pushing is a useful technique for positioning and orienting parts
in the plane. In particular, if the object to be placed is too large
or heavy for the robot to grasp and carry, pushing provides a
natural solution which utilizes the constraint surface inherent in
the task. The use of pushing can also reduce the complexity of
the manipulator by eliminating the need for a hand or gripper.
Planning of pushing operations depends critically on the

parameters describing the frictional contact between the pusher
and the object and between the object and the support surface.
Most researchers have assumed that the necessary parameters
are given [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In this paper we
describe an approach to estimating these parameters by pushing
the object and observing its motion. In particular, we estimate the
distribution of support friction, the centroid of the distribution,
and the coe�cient of friction between the pusher and the sliding
object. The estimated parameters are useful for planning pushing
operations and recognizing objects which di�er only in their
friction characteristics.
The basic approach is to push the object with point contact,

observe the resulting motion with a vision system, and estimate
the friction parameters using the vision data and a model of the
mechanics of pushing. Our method is similar to that developed
independently by Yoshikawa and Kurisu [16], which additionally
utilized a force sensor mounted on the pusher. We will defer a
detailed comparison of our methods until Section 7. Related in
spirit is the work of Atkeson et al. [2] on estimation of the inertial
parameters of a grasped object for the purposes of control and
object recognition.
In the next section we present the mechanics model used in the

parameter estimation procedure. We then describe the estimation
algorithm, the experimental setup, and experimental results. We
follow with a discussion of the results and open issues. Finally,
we provide a brief comparison with previous work and o�er some
conclusions.

2. Mechanics of pushing

In our analysis we make the following assumptions:

1. Friction forces conform to Coulomb's law. The frictional
force at a contact opposes the motion of the contact with

a magnitude given by the coe�cient of friction multiplied by
the normal contact force. If there is no motion at the contact,
the frictional force can act in any direction along the tangent
with any magnitude less than or equal to the product of the
friction coe�cient and the normal force.

2. Motions are slow enough that frictional forces dominate
inertial forces. This is the quasi-static assumption.

3. All motions and pushing forces are in a horizontal plane and
gravity acts along the vertical.

4. The support plane is uniform and the object's support friction
distribution does not change.

During quasi-static pushing, the force and moment applied by
the pusher is always balanced by the support friction. The support
friction acting on the object during motion is determined by
the motion direction and the support friction distribution w(p),
which is the product of the support pressure and the coe�cient
of friction at each point p of the support area. In this paper we
will approximate the support area by N support points �xed on
the object (similar to [16]). In order to estimate the magnitudes
wj (j = 1. . .N) of the support friction at each point, we must �rst
derive the relationship between the motion of the object and the
force and moment of support friction. We will use the following
notation (see Figure 1):

N number of support points
pj position of the jth support point
vj velocity of the jth support point
fj frictional force on the object at the jth support point
wj frictional force magnitude at the jth support point, jfjj
w N -vector of frictional force magnitudes

pCF position of the support friction centroid
pc position of the contact between the pusher and the object
�c coe�cient of friction at the pushing contact
n̂ unit contact normal vector away from the object
t̂ unit tangent vector 90 degrees counterclockwise of n̂
f total force of support friction

mc total scalar moment of support friction about pc

All positions, velocities, and forces are expressed in a coordinate
frame �xed with respect to the object. Positions, linear
velocities, and linear forces are treated as 3-vectors with zero third
components.
The frictional force fj opposes the direction of motion of the jth

support point and has magnitude wj, which is the normal support
force multiplied by the coe�cient of friction at the support. The
total frictional force and moment about pc are given by the
following expressions:

f =
NX

j=1

fj

= �
NX

j=1
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jvjj
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Figure 1: Notation.
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where k̂ is the upward-pointing unit vector normal to the support
plane. Note that f and mc are linear in the w to be estimated.
During translation of the object, the velocities of all support

points are equal. During rotation about a center of rotation at pr,
the velocity of the jth support is given by ! � (pj � pr), where
! = (0; 0; !) and ! is the scalar angular velocity.
The center of friction pCF is the centroid of the support friction

distribution:

pCF =

PN
j=1 wjpj
PN

j=1wj

: (3)

Mason [13] showed that the total support frictional force of a
translating object acts through pCF and opposes the translation|
the support acts like a single point at pCF. If the coe�cient of
friction at each support point is the same, pCF is simply the center
of mass projected to the support plane.
In this paper, the parameters to be estimated are the support

friction vector w for a given set of support points, the center
of friction pCF, and the coe�cient of friction �c between the
pusher and the object. With quasi-static pushing, the coe�cient
of friction and the normal force at each support point cannot
be isolated; only their product wj can be determined. In the
absence of a force sensor, only the relative values of the wj can
be determined, not their magnitudes. The relative values are
su�cient for planning pushing operations. The magnitudes could
be useful for object recognition.

3. Parameter estimation

A set of M data points is collected experimentally, where each
data point consists of the pushing contact location on the object,
the contact normal, and the instantaneous velocity direction of
the object. Data points for which the center of rotation exactly
coincides with a support point are discarded, as the direction of
the frictional force at this support is indeterminate. (This never
happens with real experimental data.) The data yield a set of
constraints on the support friction vector w, described below.

3.1. Moment constraints

The pusher can only apply a force to the object through the
contact point. Consequently, the total support frictional force
must also pass through the contact point, i.e.,

mc = 0: (4)

Given the contact location pc and the object motion by the vision
system, (4) gives one linear equality constraint on w.
If the pusher contacts a straight edge of the object with

uncertainty in the contact location, (4) may be relaxed in order to
reect this uncertainty. The contact location pc may be replaced
by the interval [c�; c+] of possible contact points on the edge.
The endpoints of this interval are denoted pc� and pc+ , and
the frictional moments about these two points are mc� and mc+,
respectively. The constraint of (4) is replaced by the following two
inequality constraints:

�mc� � 0 (5)

mc+ � 0: (6)

These inequalities constrain the frictional force to pass through or
between pc� and pc+ with a nonnegative component along n̂. Note
that when there is no uncertainty, these inequality constraints
reduce to the equality constraint of (4).

3.2. Force constraints

With a force sensor mounted on the pusher, the support frictional
force f may be directly measured during pushing, as in [16]. Using
this sensed force, (1) gives two equality constraints on w.
It is possible to apply force constraints to the relative values

of the wj, if not the magnitudes, even when the pusher is not
equipped with a force sensor. The support frictional force must
have a nonnegative component along n̂:

f � n̂ � 0: (7)

This constraint usually provides little or no information for the
solution of w. If, however, we know a priori that the contact
between the pusher and the object is frictionless (�c = 0), we
know that f must act along the contact normal:

f � t̂ = 0: (8)

More generally, if the coe�cient of friction is known to have an
upper bound �c:

�cf � n̂� f � t̂ � 0 (9)

�cf � n̂+ f � t̂ � 0: (10)

This implies that f must lie within an angle tan�1 �c of n̂, i.e.,
inside the friction cone. These constraints could be adapted in
a straightforward fashion for use with a force sensor that returns
only a force angle, possibly with an uncertainty cone.

3.3. Estimation algorithm

Because no force magnitudes are measured, a valid solution to all
of the constraints described is w = 0 (zero support friction). To
eliminate this solution, we require

NX

j=1

wj = 1: (11)



object name material dimensions pCF support data points

delrin square3 delrin plastic 7.6 x 7.6 (0, 0) 3 feet 85
wood rect3 wood 12.7 x 6.4 (0, 0) 3 feet 68
wood rect4 wood 12.7 x 6.4 (0, 0) 4 feet 70
rubber rect4 rubber band around wood 12.7 x 6.4 (0, 0) 4 feet 80
delrin rect center delrin plastic 8.3 x 5.1 (0, 0) at 36
delrin rect right delrin plastic 8.3 x 5.1 (0.7, 0) at 32

Table 1: Objects used in the experiments.

Another constraint on the solution vector is that all wj are
nonnegative since the coe�cient of friction and the support force
at each support point must be nonnegative.
The estimated support friction vector should be the w which

best satis�es the linear equality and inequality constraints. Linear
programming allows us to use both equality and inequality
constraints, and we formulate the estimation of w as a linear
programming problem which minimizes the sum of the error
magnitudes of the moment constraints ((4) or (5) and (6)) and
the force constraints ((8) or (9) and (10)), while satisfying (7),
(11), and the nonnegativity constraints. The residual, or �t error,
is the sum of the constraint error magnitudes for the optimal w.
For estimates which are robust to noise, the number of data

pointsM should be much larger than the number of support points
N . If moment and force constraints are used in the same linear
program, the relative importance of �tting these constraints can
be encoded by their weighting in the objective function.

4. Implementation

A camera records the motion of an object as it is pushed by a
linear actuator across a glass plate. The linear actuator moves
approximately 2 cm/s with a stroke of approximately 5 cm, and
the vision system records the position and orientation of the object
at about 14 Hz. The object is manually placed in front of the linear
actuator before each push.
In order to simplify the vision problem, the pusher and the

background are blacked out, and the vision system looks for the
bright object in the scene. The position and orientation data for
each pushing trajectory are smoothed with an averaging window
�ve samples wide. Data points for the estimation procedure are
taken from every �fth frame, resulting in several data points for
each push. (A typical push results in three to six data points.) The
contact point is determined by intersecting the known pushing line
with the perimeter of the object, and the instantaneous velocity
direction is found by di�erencing the smoothed positions of the
next and previous frames. Other methods for extracting the
data necessary for the estimation procedure are possible, but this
approach seemed to yield good results.
In our experiments, all data is acquired o�-line by pushing each

object at several points around its perimeter. The estimation
is then performed using the LINDO optimization package [15].
Alternatively, the estimation can occur on-line by writing the
linear program and solving it incrementally (Chv�atal [6]) as the
data are acquired during pushing.

5. Experimental results

The linear programming estimation procedure was �rst veri�ed
using simulated data [9]. Actual experiments were then performed
with six rectangular objects. The origin of the coordinate system

delrin_square3

wood_rect3

wood_rect4

rubber_rect4

delrin_rect_center

delrin_rect_right

Figure 2: The six objects used in the experiments. The possible
support points are shaded (four of the objects have felt feet and
two of the objects are at on the bottom).

pushing
line

pushing
line

Figure 3: Smoothed trajectories derived from the vision data for
two pushes of rubber rect4. The derived contact point for each
data point is indicated. There are four observations between each
snapshot shown, and the object's velocity at each snapshot is
obtained by di�erencing the position before and after the snapshot.
At the beginning of both pushes, the x-axis of rubber rect4

points to the right and the y-axis points up.

associated with each rectangle is located at its center, and the
x and y axes are aligned with the long and short sides of the
rectangle, respectively. A description of each object is given in
Table 1.1

The supports for the �rst four objects are small felt feet centered
at the listed support points. The last two objects are at on
the bottom, so the support points are unknown. (See Figure 2.)
We assume that the coe�cient of support friction is uniform in
determining the pCF listed in Table 1.
rubber rect4 is actually wood rect4 with a rubber band

stretched around its perimeter to increase the coe�cient of friction
�c. delrin rect right is delrin rect center with a weight on
top in order to o�set the center of friction.
Table 1 also shows the number of data points extracted from the

vision data for each object. delrin square3 was pushed at �ve

1Distances are measured in centimeters, but hereafter distances, forces,

and moments will be presented nondimensionally, where the unit distance is a

centimeter and the unit force is the magnitude of the support frictional force

when the object is translating.



delrin rect center delrin rect right

actual pCF: (0.0, 0.0) actual pCF: (0.7, 0.0)
grid size estimated pCF percent error estimated pCF percent error

4 points (0.41, 1.60) (4.8%, 31.5%) (2.13, 0.89) (17.3%, 17.5%)
9 points (0.10, -0.28) (1.2%, 5.5%) (0.79, -0.48) (1.1%, 9.4%)

15 points (-0.08, -0.13) (0.9%, 2.6%) (0.71, -0.41) (0.1%, 8.1%)
24 points (-0.15, -0.20) (1.7%, 3.9%) (0.74, -0.33) (0.5%, 6.5%)

Table 2: Estimated pCF for di�erent grid sizes.

Figure 4: Support grids used in the estimation of pCF for
delrin rect center and delrin rect right.

equally spaced points along each edge. wood rect3, wood rect4,
and rubber rect4 were each pushed at seven points along each
long edge. delrin rect center and delrin rect right were
each pushed at �ve points along each long edge and two points
along each short edge. All pushes began with the pusher moving
approximately perpendicular to the pushed edge. The smallest
objects, delrin rect center and delrin rect right, tended to
rotate quickly, resulting in fewer useful data points for each push.
Figure 3 illustrates the vision data for two pushing trajectories of
rubber rect4.
The experimental results described below utilize only moment

constraints. Zero contact uncertainty is assumed unless otherwise
noted.

5.1. Estimation

5.1.1. Estimating the center of friction

In the absence of any prior information about the object, the
support surface can be approximated by a grid of points inside
the perimeter of the object. The estimated center of friction is
constrained to lie within the convex hull of these points.
Table 2 shows the estimated pCF for delrin rect center and

delrin rect right for grids with 4, 9, 15, and 24 support points,
illustrated in Figure 4. The errors in the estimation are given as
percentages of the x and y dimensions of the objects. In general,
the choice of grid will a�ect the estimated location of the center of
friction. More data justi�es the use of more grid points, and more
grid points allows a closer approximation to the actual support
contacts.

5.1.2. Estimating the support friction distribution

We approximated the support of wood rect4 and rubber rect4

with a grid of 15 points. The corners of the grid correspond to
the actual supports. The estimated w are shown in Figure 5,
where the area of the dot centered at each support is proportional
to the support friction magnitude and an \x" indicates zero
support friction. The error in the estimated center of friction
of both objects is less than 2% of the x and y dimensions of the
objects. In addition, the estimated support friction is concentrated
at the corners of the grid, where the true support points are.
For rubber rect4, only the four corner support points are given
weight; the other 11 hypothesized support points did not improve
the �t at all, and thus are zero in the optimal solution. The

Estimated CF:  (0.10, 0.00)
Percent error:   (0.8%, 0.0%)

wood_rect4 rubber_rect4

Estimated CF:  (-0.13, -0.09)
Percent error:   (1.0%, 1.4%)

Figure 5: The estimated support friction distributions for
wood rect4 and rubber rect4. The actual supports are at the
corner grid points.

Actual CF:  (0.00, 0.00) Estimated CF:  (0.08, -0.25)
Percent error:   (1.0%, 3.3%)

Figure 6: The actual and estimated support friction distributions
for delrin square3.

estimated w for wood rect4 gives only a very small weight to one
point other than the actual supports.
The support friction distribution of delrin square3 is known a

priori, as only one combination of support forces is consistent
with the three supports and the known center of friction.
Figure 6 compares the actual support friction distribution with
the estimated w for a 6x6 grid of hypothesized supports. In this
example, none of the hypothesized support points coincides with
the actual support points. It is interesting to note, however, that
the support friction seems to cluster at grid points near the actual
supports.

5.1.3. Estimating the coe�cient of friction

The estimated w may be used to obtain a rough estimate of
the coe�cient of friction �c between the pusher and the object.
Each data point, along with the estimated w, uniquely speci�es
a support frictional force. This force must lie within the friction
cone of possible forces determined by �c. De�ning � to be the angle
between this line of force and the contact normal n̂, Coulomb's law
requires

�c � tan �: (12)

Thus each data point speci�es a lower-bound constraint on the
value of �c. If �c is constant along the perimeter of the pushed
object, w is known exactly, and at least one support friction
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Figure 7: Histograms of lower-bound constraints on �c for
wood rect4 (a) with all data and (b) excluding bad data.
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Figure 8: Histograms of lower-bound constraints on �c for
rubber rect4 with (a) original data and (b) test pushes with
slipping contact.

force is at the boundary of the friction cone (e.g. slipping pushing
contact), then theoretically the highest lower-bound constraint will
give the actual value of �c.
In practice, however, outliers may be present due to various

errors. Figure 7 gives two histograms of the lower-bound
constraints on �c for wood rect4 with w estimated for four
support points hypothesized at the actual supports. A vision error
during one of the pushing trajectories was found to be the cause of
the distant outlier in Figure 7(a). Removing the six data points of
this trajectory and solving again for w resulted in the histogram
of Figure 7(b), which suggests a coe�cient of friction of less than
0.5.
Figure 8(a) is the histogram of lower-bound constraints on �c for

rubber rect4 with supports hypothesized at the actual locations.
Due to the high coe�cient of friction, we did not observe much
slipping between the pusher and the object during the initial tests.
For this reason, we executed test pushes with sharp pushing angles
in order to cause slip and therefore forces at the boundary of the
friction cone. Figure 8(b) shows the resulting histogram for these
21 data points and the samew. This histogram should be clustered
around �c.
Table 3 gives the results of the �c estimation for several objects.

The estimates are given as �c values below which 90% and 100%
of the lower-bound constraints lie. The support points used
in each estimation are the actual support points, or, in the
case of delrin rect center and delrin rect right, a grid of
24 supports. These results are compared to �c measurements
made by the author, which are given as [min, max] intervals
measured over a series of trials. E�ects such as deformation,
nonuniform surfaces, and velocity dependence (static friction vs.
kinetic friction) contribute to the noisy measurements.

90% 100% author's

object estimate estimate measurement

delrin rect center 0.21 0.34 [0.1, 0.3]
delrin rect right 0.24 0.36
wood rect3 0.28 0.41
wood rect4 0.32 1.41
(all data) [0.2, 0.4]
wood rect4 0.30 0.47
(excluding bad data)
rubber rect4 0.52 0.80
rubber rect4 range: [0.7, 1.1]
(slipping contact only) [0.75, 1.13]

Table 3: Estimation of �c.

5.2. Object recognition

5.2.1. Recognition using the center of friction

To the vision system, delrin rect center, delrin rect right,
and delrin rect left (delrin rect right rotated by 180
degrees) appear identical. With prior knowledge of the location
of the center of friction of each object, however, the pushing data
may be used to distinguish between these objects. This is a type
of model-based object recognition.
A straightforward approach is to estimate the center of friction

and determine the model with the closest center of friction. The
metric for measuring the distance to a hypothesis should be how
well the hypothesis �ts the data, however, not the Euclidean
distance between the hypothesized and estimated centers of
friction.
Our approach is to add to the estimation procedure two

equations which require the center of friction to be located at the
hypothesized center of friction ~pCF:

NX

j=1

wjpj = ~pCF: (13)

In order to determine which of the object models is correct, we
hypothesize the center of friction for each model and perform the
estimation. The correct model should minimize the error in the
�t.
Tables 4 and 5 give the results for delrin rect center and

delrin rect right, respectively. Each entry in the tables is the
total (moment) error in the �t and the ratio of that error to the
error of the best hypothesis. The correct object is found for all
grid sizes, but the error ratios of the incorrect hypotheses increase
as the grid becomes more re�ned. We believe this is because as
the grid becomes more re�ned, the error introduced by the grid
approximation of the support decreases relative to the error due
to an incorrect hypothesis.
By symmetry, we expect that the hypotheses delrin rect left

and delrin rect right would have approximately the same
error when the object is delrin rect center, and this is
supported by the results. Notice also that when the object is
delrin rect right, delrin rect left appears to be a \worse"
hypothesis than delrin rect center.

5.2.2. Recognition using the support friction distribution

A vision system alone can only determine the orientation of an
object up to symmetry in its shape; thus it cannot distinguish
between two orientations of wood rect3 and four orientations of



hypothesis

grid size delrin rect left delrin rect center delrin rect right

4 points 104.14/1.03 101.45/1.00 105.54/1.04
9 points 19.58/1.99 9.86/1.00 19.74/2.00

15 points 17.73/2.61 6.78/1.00 18.85/2.78
24 points 15.29/3.32 4.60/1.00 15.29/3.32

Table 4: Hypothesis matching for delrin rect center with four grid sizes.

hypothesis

grid size delrin rect left delrin rect center delrin rect right

4 points 95.78/1.06 91.21/1.01 90.75/1.00
9 points 30.56/2.27 20.35/1.51 13.46/1.00

15 points 29.62/2.94 18.44/1.83 10.08/1.00
24 points 31.42/5.05 16.54/2.66 6.22/1.00

Table 5: Hypothesis matching for delrin rect right with four grid sizes.

delrin square3. These objects are also symmetric with respect
to their centers of friction. If, however, we have a model of
the support friction distribution of an object, we may be able
to determine its orientation up to symmetry with respect to the
support friction distribution.
For each hypothesized orientation, we use the corresponding

hypothesized support points in the estimation procedure. (If the
center of friction is also known, this information can be encoded
as in Section 5.2.1.) The correct hypothesis should be that which
results in the lowest �t error.
Figure 9 shows the results for wood rect3 with the correct

hypothesis and an incorrect hypothesis of wood rect3 rotated by
180 degrees. Figure 9(a) plots the �t error when only the support
points are known for each orientation, and Figure 9(b) shows the �t
error when the center of friction is also known. Similarly, Figure 10
shows the results for delrin square3 with the correct hypothesis
and three incorrect orientations. In all cases the true orientation is
found, and it is robust to reasonable estimates of the uncertainty
in the contact location between the pusher and object.2 Note that
the �t error decreases as the constraints are relaxed to account for
contact uncertainty.
It is possible for objects with di�erent support friction

distributions to give rise to similar data sets, making it di�cult to
distinguish these objects by pushing. This emphasizes the need for
a \rich" data set consisting of data from pushes at many contact
locations and force angles.

6. Discussion

The experimental results show that the approach using moment
constraints is fairly successful in estimating the parameters
relevant to the quasi-static motion of a pushed object. The
estimation procedure �nds the correct four support points out of
the 15 hypothesized points for rubber rect4, and the error in the
estimated pCF for each object is generally less than a few percent of
the object dimensions. Rough estimates of pushing contact friction
coe�cients are obtained. In addition, the recognition algorithms
succeed in distinguishing objects which di�er only in their support
friction.

2The uncertainty is expressed as the half-width of the possible contact

interval centered on the nominal contact point.
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Figure 9: Determining the orientation of wood rect3 by �nding
the minimum-error hypothesis. (a) Hypothesized support
locations only. (b) Including the hypothesized center of friction.
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Figure 10: Determining the orientation of delrin square3 by
�nding the minimum-error hypothesis. (a) Hypothesized support
locations only. (b) Including the hypothesized center of friction.
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Figure 11: Percent error in the estimated location of pCF of
rubber rect4 as a function of the number of data points used
in the estimation. Results shown are averaged over 10 random
samplings of the 80 data points at each subset size.

Because the estimation procedure uses only vision data, it is
applicable in cases where the support friction force is small enough
that noise overwhelms force data. A force sensor is necessary if
the magnitude of the support friction is of interest; otherwise, we
have demonstrated that the friction parameters can be estimated
using only vision sensing.
This paper represents a preliminary investigation into the

estimation of the friction parameters of pushed objects. Other
issues which should be addressed are discussed below.

6.1. Error analysis

Implicit in the parameter estimation and object recognition
algorithms is the assumption that the constraint errors from
the data are independent. In addition, minimizing the sum of
constraint error magnitudes is equivalent to �nding the maximum
likelihood model for constraint error distributions (around the
actual model) of the form e�jzj, where jzj is proportional to the
magnitude of the constraint error. This error distribution is
di�erent than the Gaussian distribution assumption implicit in
least-squares �tting. A careful error analysis could allow us to
determine the true form of the error distribution. Errors may
come from a variety of sources, including vision errors, deviations
from the quasi-static model due to inertial forces, approximation of
the support area by points, forces out of the plane, and deviations
from the Coulomb model of friction due to nonuniform surfaces,
velocity dependence, etc. If we can quantify the e�ects of each
of these on the estimation, we might be able to answer questions
regarding the con�dence of the estimation and recognition results.
To get an idea of the convergence of the estimation as a function

of the number of data points, we performed the estimation for
rubber rect4 using the grid of Figure 5 and random subsets of
the 80 data points. Figure 11 shows the average percent error in
the estimation of pCF over 10 trials at each of several subset sizes.
The average error decreases little after 20 data points, and the
correct four support points are found for nearly all trials with 20
or more data points.3

6.2. Using test pushes

The algorithm described here estimates the frictional parameters
for an arbitrary set of pushes. If we choose our set of pushes
carefully, however, it is possible to obtain a good estimate of pCF
without hypothesizing a set of support points. If the pusher moves

3For some trials with three data points, the optimal solution is not unique.

All trials with more than three data points had a single optimal solution.
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Figure 12: Two rods and the fx = 0 cross-sections of their limit
surfaces. The reachable portions of the limit surfaces are bold.
These rods behave identically to pushing with zero friction.

opposite to n̂, pCF must lie on the same side of the pushing line as
the center of rotation pr [13, theorem 4]. For any push (including
nonnormal pushes), pCF and pr must lie on the same side of the
line of motion|the line along which the contact point on the
object moves instantaneously during the push [13, theorem 2].
Thus each push constrains pCF to lie in a half-plane, and these half-
plane constraints limit pCF to a convex region inside the convex
hull of the support area. Pushes should be chosen to maximally
reduce the area of this region. If the region collapses due to noise,
the estimation could again be turned into a linear programming
problem, where the estimated pCF is that point which minimizes
the sum of the errors from the half-plane constraints.

6.3. Distinguishability on the basis of support

friction

When is it possible to distinguish objects on the basis of their
support friction? The limit surface [8] is useful in answering
this question. The limit surface is the locus of support frictional
forces (fx; fy;m) for all possible motions of the object. It is a
closed, convex, origin-enclosing surface in the three-dimensional
force-moment space. If a slider motion (vx; vy; !) causes a support
frictional force (�fx;�fy;�m), then (vx; vy; !) is parallel to the
outward-pointing normal of the limit surface at (fx; fy;m). A
support friction distribution uniquely speci�es a limit surface.
(See [8] for a complete description of the limit surface.)
The set of possible pushing forces during experimentation is

limited by the coe�cient of friction �c and the available contact
locations; therefore, the entire limit surface cannot be explored.
In order for two objects to be distinguishable by pushing, the
reachable portions of their limit surfaces must be su�ciently
di�erent, where \su�ciently di�erent" is a function of the noise in
the system.
Figure 12 depicts two rods, one with support friction 1/2 at

each endpoint (as described in [8]), and one with support friction
1/3 at its endpoints and the center point. These rods can be
pushed at points along their length with zero friction, i.e., fx = 0.
The fx = 0 cross-sections of the limit surfaces are illustrated in
Figure 12, along with the portions of the limit surfaces which can
be reached by pushing forces. Although the limit surfaces of the
two rods are di�erent, the reachable portions are identical. These
two rods behave identically to pushing; therefore, they cannot be
distinguished by pushing.



Estimated CF:  (0.25, -0.10)
Percent error:   (2.0%, 1.6%)

Figure 13: The estimated support friction distribution of
wood rect4 using least-squares estimation and hypothesized
supports at the actual supports.

6.4. Other questions

Given the current data, how should the object be pushed in
order to gain the most information about its support friction
distribution? How should the hypothesized support points for an
unknown object be chosen? How does this a�ect the estimation
of pCF? Is there a better representation of the support area than
a grid of support points?

7. Related work

The work of Yoshikawa and Kurisu [16] deserves special mention.
They present a strategy for estimating the support friction
distribution of an object by performing a series of pushes along
a single straight edge. A force sensor measures the force during
each push, and a human determines the contact location and the
motion of the object by observing the initial and �nal positions
of the object. Each push provides three equality constraints (two
force and one moment) for the determination of w. The support
is approximated by a grid of points.
The support friction vector w is solved for using unconstrained

least-squares. Thus the quantity to be minimized is the sum of
the squared errors, not the sum of the error magnitudes. The
important di�erence, however, is that unconstrained least-squares
can result in negative wj. At these support points, the friction
force acts in the same direction as the velocity; in other words,
energy is gained, not dissipated, due to friction at these points!
Another consequence is that the centroid of the estimated support
friction is not necessarily constrained to lie within the convex
hull of the support points. These properties of the estimation
are unsatisfactory. The experimental results reported in [16]
derive from just two data points, resulting in an underconstrained
solution to the support friction of the 25 support points.
Figure 13 shows the estimated support friction distribution for

wood rect4 found by least-squares estimation using singular value
decomposition and moment constraints. The four hypothesized
support points are at the actual support points. The total
magnitude of the support friction is enforced by weighting this
constraint heavily. The results for this example are satisfactory;
there are no negative wj. If the support distribution is
approximated by a grid of 15 supports as in Figure 5, however, the
estimated wj take on values in the range [�25:3;38:2] and result in
pCF at (0:69;�1:80), or a percentage error of (5:4%;28:3%). The
result found by linear programming is shown in Figure 5.

8. Conclusion

We have presented methods for estimating the frictional
parameters of pushed objects and for recognizing objects based
on this estimation. Our preliminary experimental results are
encouraging. This work is part of an e�ort to endow robots with

the ability to autonomously manipulate objects by pushing. The
estimated friction parameters can be used in a mechanics analysis
to determine the directions in which the object can be stably
pushed with multiple pushing contacts [10]. We can then plan
pushing paths which use these pushing directions while avoiding
obstacles [11]. While this and most other planning algorithms
require only the center of friction and the coe�cient of friction
between the manipulator and the object, the estimated support
friction distribution could be used to further enhance the robot's
planning ability.
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